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Japanese bombs struck Collbran,
Delta as World War II came to end
B

AURORA — Aurora police are
looking for two men suspected
of fatally shooting a security
guard at a marijuana dispensary during an armed robbery.
Officers were called to the
Green Heart Marijuana Dispensary on Saturday night on a
report of shots fired and a robbery. When officers arrived at
the scene, they found the security guard who suffered multiple
gunshot wounds.

The guard was pronounced
dead after being taken to a hospital.
The identity of the guard
killed in the shooting has not
been released.
Green Heart is one of three
retail-licensed marijuana stores
in Aurora’s sixth ward. The dispensary is staffed by both posted
security personnel and security
cameras. Police are reviewing
the surveillance footage.
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YES, We Have…
A U.S. military official examines the explosive elements of a Japanese balloon bomb. The photo is from what is
believed to be a U.S. military training video about the balloon bombs, now available on YouTube.
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The cover of a book published
by the Smithsonian Institution in
1973 regarding Japanese balloon
bombs.
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A Japanese balloon bomb after it
was re-inflated and sent aloft by
U.S. Army officials in California.
The last two balloons were
found in Oregon and Nevada on
July 20.
On August 15, 1945, the
Japanese surrendered after two
atomic bombs were detonated
over Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
There were no more concerns
about balloon-bomb attacks on
the United States.
Information came from the
Museums of Western Colorado,
The Daily Sentinel, “Japan’s
Secret WWII Weapon, Balloon Bombs,” published in the
National Geographic on May
27, 2013, and “Japan’s World
War II Balloon Bomb Attacks
on North America,” by Robert C.
Mikesh, published in the Smithsonian Annals of Flight, 1973.
Bob Silbernagel’s email is
bobsilbernagel@gmail.com.

A third day of Country Jam on Saturday
saw fewer minors receiving summonses
for underage drinking or attempting to obtain alcohol, according to the Mesa County
Sheriff’s Office.
Deputies ticketed 42 people for alcohol-related offenses on Saturday. That number is
less than the 69 people ticketed on this day
for alcohol offenses in 2015, and also fewer
than the 66 people ticketed for alcohol offenses the same day in 2014.
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The majority of summonses on Saturday, or 35, were issued to minors who had
obtained alcohol either on the festival
grounds, in the campgrounds or in the
parking lot, the Sheriff’s Office said.
According to the Grand Junction Police Department:
■ Derek Wayne Parker, 40, was arrested
Saturday on suspicion of violation of a protection order and a parole violation.
■ Timothy James Doty, 54, was arrested
Saturday on suspicion of shoplifting items
valued at less than $50 and second-degree
burglary.
According to the Mesa County Sheriff’s Office:
■ Deputies arrested a person Friday in the
500 block of 32 Road on suspicion of stealing
items at the Clifton City Market.
■ William Wayne Fish, 18, was arrested
Saturday on suspicion of criminal impersonation and violation of a protection order.
■ Patricia Elaine Marie Spencer, 21, was
arrested Saturday on suspicion of third-degree assault and domestic violence.
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human activities.
Record comparisons of when
the balloons landed here and
when they were launched in Japan showed they usually spent
just two or three days aloft
crossing the Pacific. Until then,
U.S. authorities were reportedly unaware of the jet stream.
Moreover, the balloon bombs
demonstrated Japanese ingenuity in dealing with changes
in atmospheric pressure. A
system of batteries and gauges
released sandbags used for
ballast if the balloons began
drifting too low. But enough
weight was left to bring the
balloons down as they reached
this continent.
Additionally, the bombs had
detonation devices that were
supposed to set them off as the
balloons touched down.
It was fortunate none exploded in densely populated urban
areas.
By the end of July 1945, the
Japanese had abandoned the
balloon-bomb effort, apparently because the hydrogen used to
fly them had become too scarce.

42 ticketed at Country Jam

Crime Stoppers of Mesa County is seeking the public’s help to identify a male suspect who stole items from Modern Classic
Motors, 975 Independent Ave., sometime
May 21 or May 22.
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According to Crime Stoppers, the man
stole electronic office equipment, a red twostroke generator, an orange Husqvarna
chain saw and a black 2007 Harley Davidson
Sportster motorcycle.
Video surveillance shows the suspect as a
white male wearing a face mask, a camouflaged jacket and baseball cap.
Total estimated property damage and stolen items are valued at more than $20,000. A
photo of the suspect can be viewed at 241.
stop.com.
Anyone with information is encouraged
to call Crime Stoppers at 241-7867.
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They found the balloon tangled
in trees, and its bombs exploded as they were examining it.
Those were the only known
enemy-inflicted casualties on
the U.S. mainland during the
entire war.
Most of the balloons that
were found landed in Oregon, Washington, Alaska and
British Columbia. In addition
to the two in western Colorado,
one was found near Fort Collins. Five landed in Utah and
seven in Wyoming. A couple of
balloons made it to Kansas and
Nebraska, and one sailed as far
east as Iowa.
The War Department kept
a lid on publicity about the
balloons for several reasons.
Initially, when the first balloon
bombs were discovered on the
West Coast, they didn’t know
what they were.
Authorities soon confirmed
— through writings found on
some of the balloons or bombs
and with early-day forensic
geology that traced sand fragments found on the balloons
— that the devices came from
Japan. But they didn’t want
Japanese officials to know that
the program was successful in
getting any of the balloons to
reach this country.
The publicity blackout was
so good that, until well after
the war was over, the Japanese
were aware of only one balloon
that reached the United States.
Finally, U.S. authorities didn’t
want the balloon bombs to
create just what the Japanese
hoped for — widespread panic
in this country. That was especially true because officials here
originally feared the Japanese
would use the balloon bombs to
carry biological weapons.
If the balloon-bomb program was unsuccessful in the
war effort, it did succeed in
one respect: It proved that the
high-altitude jet stream did
exist and could be utilized for
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y June of 1945, World
War II in Europe was
over. Germany had
surrendered the month before.
But Japan was still fighting,
and it was continuing its aerial
bombardment of the United
States mainland.
Few Americans knew about
that bombardment because,
instead of airplanes, the Japanese used specially constructed
paper balloons that drifted
across the
Pacific
Ocean
on the jet
stream at
more than
30,000 feet,
BOB SILBERNAGEL
then lost
altitude as they reached U.S.
shores. Each balloon carried at
least two incendiary bombs and
one anti-personnel bomb.
Even when they landed and
people reported them — as a
Collbran cattleman did in June
of 1945 — the public heard little
or nothing about them.
The late Daily Sentinel
employee and author, Al Look,
said he was present in 1945
when the cattleman brought remains of the Japanese balloon
into The Sentinel office. He
had found no bombs with the
balloon, he said. Then-editor
Frank Reeds quickly escorted
the man into his office, telling
him to keep quiet, then called
the Mesa County Sheriff.
Ultimately, the information
was turned over to the military,
and Reeds informed the rancher that the newspaper was
under specific orders from the
War Department not to print or
discuss anything related to the
balloons.
“Strict censorship in the
newspapers and on radio
concerning the paper bombing
balloons prevented this vital
intelligence information from
reaching the Japanese,” wrote
author Robert C. Mikesh in a
1973 publication for the Smithsonian Institution. “It also kept
many Americans uninformed
of the possible hazards associated with this unusual weapon.”
It wasn’t until 31 years after
the rancher appeared at the
paper’s offices that Look wrote
about the incident in The Daily
Sentinel.
Today, one can find information online and in print sources
about the 9,000-plus balloon
bombs the Japanese launched
in November 1944, when they
were losing and desperate to
disrupt U.S. war efforts.
It is estimated that as many
as 1,000 of those balloons
reached the U.S. mainland and
Canada, but only 284 were positively recorded, including the
one in Collbran, on which no
bombs had been found. Another fell near Delta in March 1945,
and in that case a bomb exploded, but no one was injured.
The balloon bombs did kill
six people — five children and
the wife of a minister — who
were on a church outing near
Bly, Oregon, on May 5, 1945.
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